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meaning of for the rest in english for the rest idiom add to word list used when you
have already mentioned the important parts of something and you now want to mention
the other less important parts the salary in my new job is great but as for the rest
i m not impressed smart vocabulary related words and phrases things remaining the
meaning of rest is repose sleep specifically a bodily state characterized by minimal
functional and metabolic activities how to use rest in a sentence for the rest
wiktionary the free dictionary contents 1 english 1 1 alternative forms 1 2
prepositional phrase 1 3 further reading english edit alternative forms edit as for
the rest prepositional phrase edit for the rest as far as the rest is concerned
further reading edit learn the meaning and usage of the phrase for the rest which is
a british expression that means as far as other less important matters are concerned
see examples synonyms and related terms in the idioms dictionary for the rest used
when you have already mentioned the important parts of something and you now want to
mention the other less important parts source cambridge dictionaries online english
definition of for the rest example the film was fast with great performances but for
the rest it was boring for the rest synonyms 133 words and phrases for for the rest
otherwise adv other than that case otherwise apart from that case otherwise moreover
adv as for the rest aside from that case otherwise along with that case otherwise
alongside this case otherwise and beside that case otherwise apart from this 1
quantifier quant of def n the rest is used to refer to all the parts of something or
all the things in a group that remain or that you have not already mentioned it was
an experience i will treasure for the rest of my life 2 see and the rest all the
rest of it more synonyms of rest collins cobuild advanced learner s dictionary the
meaning of the rest is the part that is left when other people or things are gone
used etc the remainder often of how to use the rest in a sentence noun as in
remainder of something compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest match others
strong matches balance dregs dross excess heel leavings leftovers overplus remains
remnant residual residue rump superfluity surplus weak matches bottom of the barrel
odds and ends orts residum noun as in base foundation for the rest of the day means
for all of the time that remains in the day it means beginning now and continuing
until the day is over it can mean for all of the time that remains specifically in
the work day or the school day too below are some examples of how the phrase is used
noun the refreshing quiet or repose of sleep a good night s rest refreshing ease or
inactivity after exertion or labor to allow an hour for rest relief or freedom
especially from anything that wearies troubles or disturbs a period or interval of
inactivity repose solitude or tranquility to go away for a rest what does the phrase
for the rest of us mean i am coming across this one a lot recently i googled to find
its meaning but with no luck for example from startups for the rest of us welcome to
startups for the rest of us the podcast that helps developers be awesome at
launching software products what is another word for the rest need synonyms for the
rest here s a list of similar words from our thesaurus that you can use instead
contexts noun the rest or remainder apart from what has been mentioned or included
pronoun any of a variety of things that may be relevant noun 9 there remaineth
therefore a rest to the people of god 10 for he that is entered into his rest he
also hath ceased from his own works as god did from his 11 let us labour therefore
to enter into that rest lest any man fall after the same example of unbelief maher
zain for the rest of my life official music video youtube awakening music 14 1m
subscribers 79m views 12 years ago more visit exploringislam com en watch maher zain
s for the rest of is used to indicate a duration or period of time while in the rest
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of is used to refer to the remaining part of something last updated march 25 2024
for the rest of this phrase is correct and commonly used in english to indicate a
duration or period of time no rest for the wicked is an expansive title with a wide
variety of systems features and narratives it is also a game that continues to be
deep in development as we launch into early access in 2024 real rest or what dattilo
calls leisure is freeing meaningful and specific to you and oftentimes the simplest
activities offer the most rest eccles adds a survey of 18 000 people from while
searching our database we found 1 possible solution for the latin for the rest
crossword clue this crossword clue was last seen on april 21 2024 la times crossword
puzzle the solution we have for latin for the rest has a total of 6 letters answer c
e t e r a we have found 2 other crossword clues with the same answer
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for the rest english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 27
2024
meaning of for the rest in english for the rest idiom add to word list used when you
have already mentioned the important parts of something and you now want to mention
the other less important parts the salary in my new job is great but as for the rest
i m not impressed smart vocabulary related words and phrases things remaining

for the rest definition meaning merriam webster Feb 26
2024
the meaning of rest is repose sleep specifically a bodily state characterized by
minimal functional and metabolic activities how to use rest in a sentence

for the rest wiktionary the free dictionary Jan 25 2024
for the rest wiktionary the free dictionary contents 1 english 1 1 alternative forms
1 2 prepositional phrase 1 3 further reading english edit alternative forms edit as
for the rest prepositional phrase edit for the rest as far as the rest is concerned
further reading edit

for the rest idioms by the free dictionary Dec 24 2023
learn the meaning and usage of the phrase for the rest which is a british expression
that means as far as other less important matters are concerned see examples
synonyms and related terms in the idioms dictionary

meaning in context can for the rest only refer to one
Nov 23 2023
for the rest used when you have already mentioned the important parts of something
and you now want to mention the other less important parts source cambridge
dictionaries online english definition of for the rest example the film was fast
with great performances but for the rest it was boring

for the rest synonyms 133 words and phrases for for the
rest Oct 22 2023
for the rest synonyms 133 words and phrases for for the rest otherwise adv other
than that case otherwise apart from that case otherwise moreover adv as for the rest
aside from that case otherwise along with that case otherwise alongside this case
otherwise and beside that case otherwise apart from this

rest definition in american english collins english
dictionary Sep 21 2023
1 quantifier quant of def n the rest is used to refer to all the parts of something
or all the things in a group that remain or that you have not already mentioned it
was an experience i will treasure for the rest of my life 2 see and the rest all the
rest of it more synonyms of rest collins cobuild advanced learner s dictionary
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the rest definition meaning merriam webster Aug 20 2023
the meaning of the rest is the part that is left when other people or things are
gone used etc the remainder often of how to use the rest in a sentence

234 synonyms antonyms for rest thesaurus com Jul 19 2023
noun as in remainder of something compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest match
others strong matches balance dregs dross excess heel leavings leftovers overplus
remains remnant residual residue rump superfluity surplus weak matches bottom of the
barrel odds and ends orts residum noun as in base foundation

for the rest of the day britannica dictionary Jun 18
2023
for the rest of the day means for all of the time that remains in the day it means
beginning now and continuing until the day is over it can mean for all of the time
that remains specifically in the work day or the school day too below are some
examples of how the phrase is used

rest definition meaning dictionary com May 17 2023
noun the refreshing quiet or repose of sleep a good night s rest refreshing ease or
inactivity after exertion or labor to allow an hour for rest relief or freedom
especially from anything that wearies troubles or disturbs a period or interval of
inactivity repose solitude or tranquility to go away for a rest

meaning of the phrase for the rest of us english
language Apr 16 2023
what does the phrase for the rest of us mean i am coming across this one a lot
recently i googled to find its meaning but with no luck for example from startups
for the rest of us welcome to startups for the rest of us the podcast that helps
developers be awesome at launching software products

what is another word for the rest wordhippo Mar 15 2023
what is another word for the rest need synonyms for the rest here s a list of
similar words from our thesaurus that you can use instead contexts noun the rest or
remainder apart from what has been mentioned or included pronoun any of a variety of
things that may be relevant noun

hebrews 4 9 16 kjv there remaineth therefore a rest to
the Feb 14 2023
9 there remaineth therefore a rest to the people of god 10 for he that is entered
into his rest he also hath ceased from his own works as god did from his 11 let us
labour therefore to enter into that rest lest any man fall after the same example of
unbelief
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maher zain for the rest of my life official music video
Jan 13 2023
maher zain for the rest of my life official music video youtube awakening music 14
1m subscribers 79m views 12 years ago more visit exploringislam com en watch maher
zain s

for the rest of or in the rest of textranch Dec 12 2022
for the rest of is used to indicate a duration or period of time while in the rest
of is used to refer to the remaining part of something last updated march 25 2024
for the rest of this phrase is correct and commonly used in english to indicate a
duration or period of time

buy no rest for the wicked steam Nov 11 2022
no rest for the wicked is an expansive title with a wide variety of systems features
and narratives it is also a game that continues to be deep in development as we
launch into early access in 2024

how to get real rest time Oct 10 2022
real rest or what dattilo calls leisure is freeing meaningful and specific to you
and oftentimes the simplest activities offer the most rest eccles adds a survey of
18 000 people from

latin for the rest crossword clue latsolver com Sep 09
2022
while searching our database we found 1 possible solution for the latin for the rest
crossword clue this crossword clue was last seen on april 21 2024 la times crossword
puzzle the solution we have for latin for the rest has a total of 6 letters answer c
e t e r a we have found 2 other crossword clues with the same answer
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